
a. Strike  
i. During strike, the theater should be returned to its neutral state.  
ii. Strike should be scheduled by the show's stage manager and the next 

show's stage manager.  
iii. The stage floor and back wall need to be returned to flat black using All 

Flor. 
iv. All gels must be removed from lights, and the House Plot must be 

restored (unless other arrangements have been made with the following 
show's lighting designer).  

v. The Green Room must be thoroughly and completely cleaned and 
vacuumed and all costumes sorted and stored. A Theater Assistant must 
approve of this space before strike ends, or delegate someone else to do 
so.  

vi. All rented props and costumes must be out of the way of the following 
show after strike. 

vii. All rented props and costumes must be removed from the space by the 
following Tuesday at the latest, barring unforeseen circumstances, in 
which case the stage managers from each show will make alternate 
arrangements. 

viii. The first show of the season’s cast and crew should return to strike the 
final show of the season. If the last show of the season does not have a 
set they should not be considered the final show of the season. 

b. Food for Strike/Load In  
i. If pizza or other food is desired for strike/load in, the cost of the pizza (or 

other food) should be taken out of UTC fundraising accounts. 
ii. This arrangement should be discussed and planned out beforehand by 

the UTC Treasurer and the producers of both shows. 
iii. The producer of the show being struck should communicate with the 

producer of the following show to determine any allergies or dietary 
restrictions among cast and production staff, and provide appropriate food 
with those in consideration.  

c. Sunday Evening Shows 
i. If a production wishes to have a Sunday night show, they must discuss 

these plans and their plans for strike with both the production staff of the 
following show, the Theater Assistants, and Student Activities. 

ii.  If there is a dispute about the Sunday performance, the issue will be 
discussed at a Commission meeting. 

1. Both productions will have a chance to present their side.  
2. After hearing both arguments, Commission members will vote, 

and a decision will be reached by simple majority.  
3. In the case of a tie, the UTC President will cast the deciding vote. 



d. Back Wall and Floor Policy  
i. Gaining Permission 

1. If a production wishes to paint the back wall or floor as part of their 
set, they must discuss the time commitment required to restore 
the theater back to neutral with the production staff of the following 
show, the theater assistants responsible for the strike of that 
show, and Student Activities. 

2. Because this may interfere with load in for the next show, any 
plans must be made at least three weeks in advance of the 
production’s time in the theater. 

3. If there is a dispute about the painting of the back wall, the issue 
will be discussed at a Commission meeting.  

a. Both productions will have a chance to present their side.  
b. After hearing both arguments, Commission members will 

vote, and a decision will be reached by simple majority.  
c. In the case of a tie, the UTC President will cast the 

deciding vote  
ii. Paint Types 

1. If the back wall is painted, it must be repainted completely in black 
paint.  

2. Different mixtures of black paint produce different colors, so 
repainting only the painted section is not sufficient.  

3. The group will be required to repaint the back wall with as many 
coats of paint as is required to restore the space to neutral.  

e. Glitter  
i. The use of glitter is not permitted in Carl J. Shapiro Theater space.  
ii. Both loose glitter and glitter on set pieces is prohibited.  
iii. Pre-made glitter paint is permitted.  

f. Use of Power Tools  
i. The use of any of the saws in the shop (chop saw, table saw, panel saw, 

jig saw, circular saw, etc) is restricted to the time period between 
9am-11:30pm. 

ii. There must be at least two people in the theater in order for the use of 
saws to be permitted. If there are less than two (2) people in the theater 
or it is past 11:30pm, no saws may be used.  

iii. Power tools may only be used by individuals who have been approved by 
the Department of Student Activities. 

 


